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no mystery, no sudden whim of a fickle mob; it was the direct
logical and right result of his failure to read the essential
features of his times, to have a coherent intelligible policy—
of his failure to believe with courage in these tenets of the
Liberalism for which he was supposed to stand.
4.  TOCQUEVILLE  AND  DEMOCRATIC   LIBERALISM
It is therefore not to Guizot that we must turn for the true
authentic voice of Liberalism, but to the far more penetrating,
if less universal, intellect of Alexis de Tocqueville.1 By the
" authentic voice of Liberalism " we mean no longer the
identification of " freedom " with the liberties of an aristocracy,
whether of birth or fortune, or with the placing of carefully
defined and limited limitations on the authority of a monarch,
but a genuine belief in freedom as a good thing in itself.
" Whoever seeks in freedom aught else than Freedom herself
was made to serve. That which has in all times drawn so closely
to her the hearts of some men has been her very attractions,
her intrinsic charms, independently of the benefits she brought
in her train; the pleasure of being able to speak, act, breathe
without restraint, under the sole rule of God and the laws.2
No other good could make up for the loss of her/'3
The true test of a Liberal is surely whether he is prepared
to put up, for the sake of Liberty, with the absence of the
kind of order with which she is obviously incompatible and to
face the risks which freedom must entail. This test Tocqueville
triumphantly satisfies. " Free societies/' he writes, " cannot
present the peaceful but deceitful appearance of absolute
monarchies ; and it would be irrational to be surprised thereat.
1	Alexis Clerel de Tocqueville (1805-1859): called to the Bar;  Prison
Commissioner in America (1831-1832) ; Deputy, 1839 ; Vice-President of the
Legislative Assembly and Minister  of Foreign Affairs, 1849. Left politics
after the Coup d'Stat. Chief works: De la Dtmocratie en Amerique (1833),
UAncien Regime et la Revolution (1856).
2	It might be hypercritical to observe that the veriest slave is free u except
for the rule of God and the law." It is clear that de Tocqueville means here
reasonable and liberal legislation.
3	(Euvres, iv., p. 248.
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